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A B S T R A C T

Many studies have shown the existence of cardiac stem cells in the myocardium and epicardial progenitor cells in
the epicardium. However, the characteristics of stem cells in the endocardium has not been fully elucidated. In
this study, we investigated the origin of newly identified cells in the blood and their therapeutic potential. The
new population of cells, identified from human peripheral blood, was quite different from previously reported
stem cells. These newly identified cells, which we named Circulating Multipotent Stem (CiMS) cells, were
multipotent, and therefore differentiated into multiple lineages in vitro and in vivo. In order to determine the
origin of these cells, we collected peripheral blood from a group of patients who underwent bone marrow, liver,
heart, or kidney transplantation. We identified the endocardium as the origin of these cells because the Short
Tandem Repeat profile of CiMS cells from the recipient had changed from the recipient's profile to the donor's
profile after heart transplantation. CiMS cells significantly increased after stimuli to the endocardium, such as
catheter ablation for arrhythmia or acute myocardial infarction. CiMS cells circulate in human peripheral blood
and are easily obtainable, suggesting that these cells could be a promising tool for cell therapy.

1. Introduction

The human heart is known to have tissue-resident stem cells such as
cardiac stem cells and epicardial progenitor cells [1,2]. These stem or
progenitor cells have the capability to regenerate both the myocardium
and the epicardium. To characterize and enrich these cardiac stem cells,
several markers such as c-kit, Sca-1, and isl1 have been explored [3].
Cardiac stem cells show some advantages over other stem cells because
they are believed to differentiate into cardiac lineage cells. Based on
this hypothesis, clinical trials, including the SCIPIO and CADUCEUS,

have been conducted, showing the potency of cardiac stem cells for
cardiac repair [4,5]. In general, surgical or endomyocardial biopsy is
carried out to collect these cells. Due to the invasive nature of these
procedures, optimal methods to obtain the cells, such as collection from
peripheral blood, have been sought to minimize potential harms. Many
studies have revealed the presence of stem cells or progenitor cells that
are circulating in human peripheral blood [6–11]. In 1997, Asahara
et al. first reported the presence of endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs)
in peripheral blood [6]. Other studies have demonstrated that there are
circulating mesenchymal precursor cells or skeletal stem cells in
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peripheral blood [9,10].
In this study, we identified a novel population of multipotent stem

cells circulating in human peripheral blood. These cells, which had the
ability to differentiate into cells of all three germ layers, were derived
from the endocardium of the human heart. Moreover, we examined
their regenerative potential in vivo and clinical relevance.

2. Materials and methods

Detailed methods are given in the online Supplemental Data.

2.1. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMNCs) isolation and
circulating multipotent stem (CiMS) cells culture

Human peripheral blood samples (10 mL) were obtained from blood
donors. Mononuclear cells were seeded on non-coated six-well plates.
The medium was changed every day for up to two weeks after plating.

2.2. Short tandem repeat (STR) analysis

The 16 STR loci investigated in this study were D8S1179, D21S11,

CSF1PO, D3S1358, TH01, D13S317, D16S539, D2S1338, D19S433,
vWA, TPOX, D18S51, Amelogenin, D5S818, and FGA.

2.3. Statistics

All data are presented as means ± standard error of means (SEM).
Mann-Whitney test, Wilcoxon signed rank test, and Kruskal-Wallis test
were used when appropriate. SPSS version 21.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL)
was used for the analysis and P values of < 0.05 were considered to be
statistically significant.

2.4. Study approval

All human samples were obtained with written informed consent
after the approval by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Seoul
National University Hospital. All animal experiments were performed
after receiving approval from the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee (IACUC) of Clinical Research Institute in Seoul National
University Hospital and complied with the National Research Council
(NRC) ‘Guidelines for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals’. In the
study determining the origin of CiMS cells, peripheral blood was

Fig. 1. Clonogenicity and origin of newly identified circulating multipotent stem (CiMS) cells. (A) Clonogenicity of CiMS cells. For the clonal analysis, the
newly identified cells were tagged by a lentiviral vector expressing enhanced green fluorescent protein (eGFP) and were seeded at a limiting dilution. After 7–14 days,
multicellular clones were obtained. The figures demonstrated sequential changes of the clonal expansion during two weeks. Scale bar is 100 μm. (B) CiMS cells
express stemness markers such as Oct3/4, Nanog, and KLF4 that were detected by RT-PCR. hESC = human embryonic stem cells. (C) CiMS cells show positivity for
Oct3/4 and Nanog that were detected by Immunofluorescence staining. hESC = human embryonic stem cells. Scale bar is 20 μm. (D) FACS data shows that these
cells do not have the characteristics of hematopoietic stem cells or cardiac progenitor cells. (E) The profiles of CiMS cells cultured after transplantation matched to
those of the donors only in heart transplantation, suggesting that CiMS cells could be derived from the heart. (F) The STR analysis shows the change in the profiles of
CiMS cells from a given patient before and after heart transplantation. The profiles of CiMS cells before transplantation were identical to those of the recipient heart.
After transplantation, however, the profiles of CiMS cells changed to those of the donor heart. STR = Short Tandem Repeat, HLA = Human Leukocyte Antigen,
CiMS= Circulating Mulpipotent Stem cells. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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collected from patients who underwent transplantation of bone
marrow, liver, heart, or kidney (n = 4 per group).

3. Results

3.1. A novel population of stem cells was identified in human peripheral
blood

In the previous culture methods for the isolation of circulating stem
cells such as EPCs, the culture media were changed every 2 or 3 days in
the dishes coated with fibronectin. In contrast, we developed new
culture methods using vigorous daily changes of media in non-coated
dishes, which enables to remove non-adherent cells such as T cells.
With our new culture methods, we identified a new population of cells
from peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMNCs) after a few days of
culture. These cells showed a unique morphology such as dumbbell-like
or spindle-shaped (Supplemental Fig. 1A), which was quite different
from that of EPCs (Supplemental Figs. 1B and 1C) [11]. One cell was
able to form a colony over the two-week period, reflecting the high
proliferative activity and clonogenicity (Fig. 1A, Supplemental Fig. 4D).
These cells proliferated rapidly and showed an exponential growth
curve (Supplemental Fig. 1D). Even after 50 weeks of culture, the cells
maintained their proliferative activity and a stable phenotype
(Supplemental Fig. 1E). Even after more than 15 passages, they ex-
pressed stemness genes such as Oct3/4, Nanog, Kruppel-like factor 4
(KLF4), and c-Myc, which are all well-known reprogramming factors
(Fig. 1B and C, Supplemental Figs. 1F and 1G) [12]. They did not,
however, express the markers that are specific for hematopoietic or
other stem cells by FACS analysis (Fig. 1D). Thus, we called them Cir-
culating Multipotent Stem (CiMS) cells.

3.2. CiMS cells were derived from the human heart, not from the bone
marrow

In order to establish the origin of these cells, we collected and ex-
amined peripheral blood from patients who had undergone

transplantation of bone marrow, liver, heart, or kidney. In the case of
the patients with bone marrow transplantation, the Human Leukocyte
Antigen (HLA) types of both the donor and the recipient were identical.
Therefore, to identify the origin of cells, we utilized a Short Tandem
Repeat (STR) analysis. Our hypothesis was that if the STR profile of
CiMS cells after bone marrow transplantation matched that of the
donor, CiMS cells could have been derived from bone marrow. In
contrast, if the profile of CiMS cells was still identical to that of the
recipient, CiMS cells could have originated from organs other than bone
marrow. Interestingly, the profiles of CiMS cells obtained from the
peripheral blood of four patients after bone marrow transplantation
were still the same as the profiles of the recipients, but different from
those of the donors, suggesting that CiMS cells were not derived from
bone marrow (Fig. 1E, Supplemental Fig. 2). To pinpoint the organ from
which CiMS cells are derived, we examined peripheral blood from pa-
tients who received solid organ transplantations, such as liver, kidney,
or heart. After analyzing the HLA types of CiMS cells that were obtained
from the peripheral blood of each patient, the HLA types of the re-
cipients' CiMS cells were compared to those of the donor and recipient.
In the case of patients with liver and kidney transplantation, the HLA
types of CiMS cells after transplantation matched those of the re-
cipients, suggesting that CiMS cells are not derived from the trans-
planted liver or kidney (Fig. 1E, Supplemental Table 1). In the case of
patients with heart transplantation, we collected the peripheral blood
and cultured CiMS cells before and after the heart transplantation. In
addition, we obtained the heart tissues from both the recipients' re-
moved hearts after surgery and the endocardia of the donor hearts
during the endomyocardial biopsy after transplantation. We performed
the STR analysis with the CiMS cells and the heart tissues. To our
surprise, the STR profile of CiMS cells after transplantation completely
changed from that of the recipient to that of the donor heart (Fig. 1E
and F, Patient No. 13–16 in Table 1, Supplemental Fig. 3). This in-
dicated that the source of the cultured CiMS cells had changed from the
recipient to the donor. Accordingly, this finding strongly suggests that
the heart could be the origin of CiMS cells.

Fig. 1. (continued)
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3.3. CiMS cells in the blood were derived from the endocardial cells that
were positive for both CD31 and Nuclear Factor of Activated T cells (NFAT)

To investigate which part of the heart possesses CiMS cells, we
cultured the tissues from the endo-, myo-, or epi-cardial layers of the
recipients' removed hearts and from the endo- or myo-cardial layers of
the biopsied donors' hearts. CiMS cells emerged only from the en-
docardium. Moreover, these cells cultured from the endocardium after
transplantation showed the same STR profiles as the blood-derived
CiMS cells, but different profiles from those of the recipients' peripheral
blood after transplantation (n = 5, Patient No. 17–21 in Supplemental
Table 2 and Supplemental Fig. 4A). Together, these results demonstrate
that CiMS cells could be derived from the endocardium of the heart. In
the endocardium of the human heart, we identified the cells that were
positive for both NFATc1 and CD31 by immunofluorescence staining
(Fig. 2A, Supplemental Fig. 4B). In addition, we confirmed that CiMS
cells cultured from the peripheral blood or heart tissue expressed
NFATc1 at mRNA and protein levels (Fig. 2B–D, Supplemental Figs. 4C
and 4D). Besides the expression of NFATc1, specific markers were
searched for CiMS cells, which could be unique characteristics when
compared to other cell types. Microarrays were performed using CiMS
cells, EPCs, gastroepiploic artery endothelial cells (GEAECs), me-
senchymal stem cells (MSCs), and Fibroblasts (Supplemental
Figs. 4E–H). Among several genes highly expressed in CiMS cells, it was
confirmed that several stem cell markers are also highly expressed in

the CiMS cells as follows: (1) GATA4 (a marker for cardiac-lineage stem
cells), (2) SOX17 (a marker for early mesoendoderm), and (3)
ALDH1A2 (a marker for stem cells) (Fig. 2E, Supplemental Fig. 4E–L).

A unique feature of our new method to culture CiMS cells is frequent
changes of media in non-coated dishes. We assumed that this method
could remove non-adherent cells such as leukocytes or T cells during
culture. Based on this assumption, we divided the fresh peripheral
blood into CD45-positive and CD45-negative cells by magnetic-acti-
vated cell sorting (MACS) or FACS (Supplemental Fig. 4M and 4N).
After culture for a few days, CiMS cells appeared only in the CD45-
negative fraction (Supplemental Fig. 4M). Thus, we established a
method to assess the number of CiMS cells in the peripheral blood. We
sorted PBMNCs based on the expression of CD31, NFATc1, and CD45.
CiMS cells were cultured only from the fraction that was positive for
both CD31 and NFATc1, and negative for CD45 (Fig. 3A, Supplemental
Fig. 4N). In addition, in the human heart tissue, CiMS cells were cul-
tured from the same fraction of CD31-positive, NFATc1-positive, and
CD45-negative cells (Supplemental Fig. 4O). Since NFATc1 is an in-
tracellular target, it was impossible to culture after the conventional
FACS sorting method which needs fixation and makes cells dead.
Therefore, we developed a new method of live-cell FACS sorting using
transient permeabilization, which enabled us to detect intracellular
targets without killing the cells (Supplemental Fig. 5).

Table 1
Change in the STR profiles of patients who underwent heart transplantation.

STR loci Recipient Heart Peripheral Blood CiMS: Pre-
TPL

CiMS: Post-
TPL

Donor
Heart

Recipient Heart Peripheral Blood CiMS: Pre-
TPL

CiMS: Post-
TPL

Donor Heart

Patient No. 13 Patient No. 14

D8S1179 13, 15 13, 15 13, 15 11, 16 11, 16 14, 14 14, 14 14, 14 14, 15 14, 15
D21S11 30, 30 30, 30 30, 30 29, 30 29, 30 29, 30 29, 30 29, 30 28, 32.2 28, 32.2
D7S820 10, 11 10, 11 10, 11 8, 12 8, 12 12, 12 12, 12 12, 12 10, 11 10, 11
CSF1PO 10, 11 10, 11 10, 11 10, 12 10, 12 12, 12 12, 12 12, 12 12, 12 12, 12
D3S1358 15,16 15,16 15,16 16, 18 16, 18 15, 15 15, 15 15, 15 15, 17 15, 17
THO1 7, 9 7, 9 7, 9 7, 9 7, 9 7, 9 7, 9 7, 9 6, 9 6, 9
D13S317 9.12 9.12 9.12 10, 13 10, 13 11, 12 11, 12 11, 12 10, 11 10, 11
D16S539 10, 11 10, 11 10, 11 11, 12 11, 12 10, 11 10, 11 10, 11 10, 13 10, 13
D2S1338 19, 23 19, 23 19, 23 21, 25 21, 25 17, 17 17, 17 17, 17 20, 23 20, 23
D19S433 13, 13 13, 13 13, 13 13, 13 13, 13 13, 14.2 13, 14.2 13, 14.2 13, 15.2 13, 15.2
vWA 14, 18 14, 18 14, 18 14, 18 14, 18 16, 19 16, 19 16, 19 17, 18 17, 18
TPOX 11, 12 11, 12 11, 12 9, 11 9, 11 8, 8 8, 8 8, 8 8, 11 8, 11
D18S51 13, 13 13, 13 13, 13 14, 18 14, 18 13, 14 13, 14 13, 14 12, 13 12, 13
D5S818 10, 11 10, 11 10, 11 10, 10 10, 10 9, 13 9, 13 9, 13 11, 13 11, 13
FGA 24, 24 24, 24 24, 24 23, 27 23, 27 19, 22 19, 22 19, 22 23, 23 23, 23
Amelogenin X, Y X, Y X, Y X, Y X, Y X, Y* X, Y* X, Y* X, X† X, X†

Patient No. 15 Patient No. 16

D8S1179 11, 14 11, 14 11, 14 13, 15 13, 15 10, 13 10, 13 10, 13 10, 12 10, 12
D21S11 30, 32.2 30, 32.2 30, 32.2 30, 32.2 30, 32.2 32.2, 32.2 32.2, 32.2 32.2, 32.2 29, 29 29, 29
D7S820 9, 9 9, 9 9, 9 10, 11 10, 11 11, 11 11, 11 11, 11 10, 13 10, 13
CSF1PO 12, 13 12, 13 12, 13 9, 12 9, 12 12, 12 12, 12 12, 12 10, 12 10, 12
D3S1358 16, 18 16, 18 16, 18 15, 15 15, 15 16, 18 16, 18 16, 18 15, 16 15, 16
THO1 6, 9 6, 9 6, 9 7, 9 7, 9 6, 7 6, 7 6, 7 7, 9 7, 9
D13S317 9, 12 9, 12 9, 12 11, 12 11, 12 8, 11 8, 11 8, 11 8, 12 8, 12
D16S539 9, 12 9, 12 9, 12 9, 11 9, 11 11, 12 11, 12 11, 12 11, 11 11, 11
D2S1338 23 23 23 21, 25 21, 25 18, 24 18, 24 18, 24 23, 24 23, 24
D19S433 13, 15.2 13, 15.2 13, 15.2 14, 14 14, 14 13, 16 13, 16 13, 16 13, 15.2 13, 15.2
vWA 17, 17 17, 17 17, 17 15, 17 15, 17 14, 18 14, 18 14, 18 14, 17 14, 17
TPOX 11, 11 11, 11 11, 11 9, 11 9, 11 8, 11 8, 11 8, 11 8, 11 8, 11
D18S51 13, 17 13, 17 13, 17 16, 22 16, 22 14, 15 14, 15 14, 15 16, 16 16, 16
D5S818 9, 12 9, 12 9, 12 12, 12 12, 12 10, 10 10, 10 10, 10 12, 13 12, 13
FGA 24, 24 24, 24 24, 24 21, 24 21, 24 23, 25 23, 25 23, 25 22, 23 22, 23
Amelogenin X, Y X, Y X, Y X, Y X, Y X, Y X, Y X, Y X, Y X, Y

Variables in the first column indicate the STR DNA loci. All subjects were male except patient No.14, in which case, the recipient was male* and the donor was
female†. The STR analysis showed a change in the profiles of CiMS cells from the recipient patient before and after heart transplantation. The profiles of CiMS cells
before transplantation were identical to those of the recipient hearts. After transplantation, however, the profiles of CiMS cells changed to those of the donor hearts.
STR = Short Tandem Repeat, TPL = Transplantation.
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3.4. The number of CiMS cells in blood changed in response to diverse
clinical situations

We studied whether the mobilization of CiMS cells from the en-
docardium to the circulating blood might be affected by clinical situa-
tions. When compared to healthy volunteers, the patient group after
transplantation under immunosuppressive therapy showed a high pro-
portion of CiMS cells in blood, suggesting the inhibitory effect of T cells
on the proliferation of CiMS cells as shown in the culture experiments
(Supplemental Figs. 6A–6D) (mean ± SEM, 0.40 ± 0.07% vs.
1.21 ± 0.20%, P value = 0.002) (Fig. 3B). In patients with ar-
rhythmias such as paroxysmal supraventricular tachycardia, the level of
CiMS cells increased after a catheter ablation therapy which may in-
duce injury in the endocardium (P value = 0.031, Wilcoxon signed
rank test) (Fig. 3C). In patients with acute myocardial infarction, there
was a significant and transient increase in CiMS cells, which could have
been derived from the endocardium in the infarcted area (Fig. 3D).

3.5. CiMS cells showed the characteristics of multipotent stem cells and
regenerative potential in myocardial infarction and hindlimb ischemia
models

To investigate the differentiation potential of CiMS cells, we

induced CiMS cells to differentiate into three germ layers. These cells
differentiated into mesodermal lineage cells such as adipocyte-like,
osteoblast-like, and myoblast-like cells (Fig. 4A, Supplemental Fig. 7A).
These cells also differentiated into ectodermal lineage cells such as
nestin-positive neural cells and endodermal lineage cells such as he-
patocyte-like cells (Fig. 4A, Supplemental Figs. 7A and 7B). These data
suggest that CiMS cells are multipotent.

In order to demonstrate regenerative potential in vivo, we induced
myocardial infarction or the hindlimb ischemia in nude mice. The
group injected with CiMS cells showed significant improvement in the
systolic function of their hearts (mean ± SEM, 19.35 ± 1.71% vs.
30.92 ± 1.16%, P value < 0.001; n = 10 per group) or in the re-
storation of blood flow to the ischemic limb, when compared to the
control group (on day 21, P value < 0.001; n = 10 per group)
(Fig. 4B–D, Supplemental Figs. 8A–8D). We found that these cells dif-
ferentiated into cardiomyocytes and vessels in the infarcted heart in vivo
and in vitro (Fig. 4E–H, Supplemental Figs. 9 and 10).

3.6. CiMS cells were obtainable from diverse blood sources and patients

We succeeded in culturing CiMS cells from umbilical cord blood and
from patients aged up to 90. We also cultured CiMS cells from patients
with coronary artery disease, cardiomyopathy, liver or kidney disease,

Fig. 2. Origin of CiMS cells: NFATc1 and CD31 double-positive cells in the endocardium. (A) We identified the cells positive for both NFATc1 and CD31 in the
human endocardium. NFAT = Nuclear Factor of Activated T cells, a-SA = alpha sarcomeric actinin, DAPI = 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole. (B) RT-PCR shows that
CiMS cells cultured from the peripheral blood express NFATc1. hESC = human embryonic stem cells. (C) Representative figure of CiMS cell colony on day 17 after
culture, showing positivity for NFATc1 by immunofluorescence staining. This figure was obtained by merging 48 cropped microscopic images individually, because it
could not be captured as a single image due to large original size of the colony. Scale bar is 200 μm. (D) Immunofluorescence staining shows that CiMS cells cultured
from the heart tissue are also positive for NFATc1. Scale bar is 50 μm. (E) Western blot of several stem cell markers for CIMS cells. After analyzing the microarray data
using CiMS cells and other cell types, we confirmed that several stem cell markers are also highly expressed in the CiMS cells: GATA4 (a marker for cardiac-lineage
stem cells), SOX17 (a marker for early mesoendoderm), and ALDH1A2 (a marker for stem cells). iPSC-CMC= induced pluripotent stem cells-derived cardiomyocytes,
MSC = Mesenchymal stem cells, Fibro = Fibroblasts, EPC = Endothelial progenitor cells, GEAEC = Gastroepiploic artery endothelial cells.
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Fig. 2. (continued)

Fig. 2. (continued)
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or hematologic disease. In terms of culture technique, we are able to
culture CiMS cells with only 10 mL of peripheral blood, and the success
rate of isolation was more than 97%. These findings suggest that we can
easily obtain CiMS cells, even in an outpatient department.

4. Discussion

Our extensive research showed that CiMS cells reside in the human
endocardium as tissue resident stem cells. Due to their location adjacent
to the blood stream, these cells can easily enter the blood after shedding
from the endocardium. Therefore, CiMS cells can be easily isolated and
cultured from human peripheral blood. In particular, these cells have
remarkable regeneration abilities in vivo and increase in the blood in
response to several clinical situations such as endocardial injury or
stimulation. This fact suggests that CiMS cells would be efficient med-
iators to repair the distant organs under injury. There have been many
studies that have shown the substantial benefits of stem cells in re-
generating myocardium. However, the methods used in the previous
clinical trials were invasive, involving procedures such as bone marrow
aspiration, surgical acquisition, and endomyocardial biopsy. On the
other hand, our method to isolate stem cells is much less invasive as it
involves taking only 10 mL of blood. Compared to other adult stem
cells, these cells are multipotent. At this stage, we can draw blood from
patients in an outpatient department and stock these cells for potential

use in the future as we do with umbilical cord blood from neonates
(Fig. 5).

4.1. CiMS cells can be isolated from human peripheral blood

In order to isolate circulating novel stem cells from peripheral
blood, we used a culture method which was different from the methods
previously used to isolate circulating progenitor cells. The media was
frequently changed in non-coated dishes. This method reduced non-
adherent cells such as T cells (Supplemental Fig. 6D). Isolation of CiMS
cells was easier in the patients of organ transplantation under im-
munosuppressive therapy and enhanced in CD3-negative fraction or in
the absence of supernatant from CD3-positive cells (Fig. 3B,
Supplemental Figs. 6A–6C). Based on these observations, we assumed
that certain immune cells, such as T cells, could inhibit the proliferation
and differentiation of CiMS cells in peripheral blood.

4.2. CiMS cells are derived from the endocardium of the human heart and
express NFAT

As described, we collected peripheral blood from patients under-
going heart transplantation. To our surprise, the STR profiles of these
cells before transplantation had changed to a completely different
profile after the transplantation. We cultured CiMS cells from the

Fig. 3. Proportion of CiMS cells in the peripheral blood and their clinical relevance. (A) CiMS cells could be cultured only from the
CD31 + NFATc1+CD45−fraction of peripheral blood. Scale bar is 100 μm. (B) Compared to the healthy volunteer group, the patients who underwent trans-
plantation and received immunosuppressive therapy had a high level of CiMS cells in their peripheral blood. TPL = transplantation. % CiMS in Blood indicates the
percent of CiMS cells among the total peripheral blood mononuclear cells. (C) The number of CiMS cells increased in peripheral blood after treatment of arrhythmias
with catheter ablation. (D) In patients with myocardial infarction, the level of CiMS cells increased significantly at the beginning of the infarction, and then
decreased. We noted a difference in this level depending on the size of the infarct (large infarct n = 3, small infarct n = 2).
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endocardial biopsy and peripheral blood after transplantation. The STR
profiles of the tissue-derived cells were identical to those of the CiMS
cells cultured from blood, but were different from the profiles of re-
cipients' fresh blood that indicated the authentic recipient profiles
(Supplemental Fig. 4A, Supplemental Tables 2 and 3, n = 5).

In terms of stem cell markers, c-kit and Wilms tumor 1 (WT-1) are
the representative markers for cardiac stem cells and epicardial pro-
genitor cells respectively [1,2]. Since the part of the heart obtained by
endomyocardial biopsy is the endocardium, we searched for CiMS-like
cells in the endocardium. Studies with mouse embryos or neonates have
shown that the endocardium expresses CD31 and NFAT [13–16]. In the
developmental period, the endocardial tissue is known to express NFAT
and CD31 [13], which we confirmed in mice (Supplemental Fig. 11).
Therefore, we examined the human heart to find the cells that were
double positive for NFAT and CD31. As expected, we found the double
positive cells within the endocardium (Fig. 2A). Although there are
controversies regarding the presence of NFAT-positive cells in the
coronary vessels in the mouse embryo [17,18], we could not find NFAT-
positive cells in the human heart other than the endocardium
(Supplemental Figs. 12A–12G). In addition, we found that CiMS cells
were produced only from the NFAT and CD31 double-positive fraction
of peripheral blood (Fig. 3A). Due to their location, CiMS cells could

circulate in the blood, suggesting that it could participate in the healing
process of heart after injury as well as of distant organs such as liver,
brain, and lower extremities. We are carrying out several experiments
to prove this concept.

4.3. Newly developed FACS method using streptolysin O (SLO)-mediated
transient permeabilization

With the previously reported cell sorting methods, it has been im-
possible to sort and culture without killing the cells when the targets are
located in the cytosol or nucleus. Since NFATc1, one of the CiMS cell
markers, is located in the cytosol, we developed new FACS method to
sort and keep NFATc1-positive cells alive using the novel technique of
SLO-mediated transient permeabilization (Supplemental Fig. 5).

4.4. Unique features that discriminate CiMS cells from the other types of
stem cells

Although CiMS cells seem to share some characteristics with pre-
viously reported stem cells such as mesoangioblasts and EPCs, CiMS
cells have many distinguishable attributes [19–23]. First, unlike me-
soangioblasts, CiMS cells can grow in a non-coated dish, and they show

Fig. 4. Multipotency of CiMS cells in vitro and in vivo. (A) In vitro differentiation studies showed that CiMS cells had the ability to differentiate not only into
mesodermal lineages, but also into ectodermal or endodermal lineages, suggesting the multipotency of CiMS cells. Scale bar is 100 μm. (B) When injected into a
mouse with an infarcted heart in vivo, CiMS cells significantly reduced the infarct scar, compared with the media-injected control group (media: phosphate buffered
saline, PBS). MT staining = Masson's Trichrome staining. Blue color indicates the area of fibrosis. (C) Compared to the media-injected control group, the CiMS-
injected group showed significant improvement in heart function after 2 weeks of myocardial infarction. FS = fractional shortening. The FS of sham-operated group
was 51.83 ± 1.92%. (D) In the hindlimb ischemia model, the CiMS cells salvaged the ischemic limb from auto-amputation. (E) The injected CiMS cells differentiated
into cardiomyocytes in the infarcted heart in vivo. The green color indicates the injected cells that were tagged with GFP lentivirus. a-SA = alpha-sarcomeric actin. (F)
The CiMS cells differentiated into cardiomyocytes in vitro when cocultured with rat neonatal cardiomyocytes. (G) The injected CiMS cells differentiated into vessels in
the infarcted heart in vivo. The green color indicates the injected cells that were tagged with GFP lentivirus. EC = endothelial cells, VSMC = vascular smooth muscle
cells, SMA = smooth muscle actin. (H) The CiMS cells differentiated into endothelial cells and vascular smooth muscle cells under the in vitro culture with EGM-MV2
media. For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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a different morphology. Although CiMS cells do not express CD117,
they express MixL1, one of the markers of early mesoderm
(Supplemental Figs. 13–15). CiMS cells are totally different from EPCs
in terms of origin, morphology, and multi-potentiality. While the origin
of EPCs is known to be bone marrow, we suggest that CiMS cells’ origin
is the human endocardium. CiMS cells have multipotency, but EPCs do
not (Supplemental Fig. 15). Although MSCs share some features with
our CiMS cells, there are many quite different characteristics in terms of
the expression of NFATc1, GATA4, and SOX17 (Fig. 2E) [24]. There
have been some studies showing the existence of the progenitor cells
called myocardial telocytes in the human endocardial niche. CiMS cells
share some characteristics such as the location and the nestin expres-
sion [25,26].

4.5. Clinical relevance of CiMS cells

We observed an increase in the level of CiMS cells in patients who
had received catheter ablation therapy for arrhythmias. Currently,
comprehensive ablation in patients with atrial fibrillation is performed
all over the world. We assume that extensive injury in the endocardium
can occur, similar to the endothelial injury after angioplasty. Therefore,
CiMS cells could possibly participate in the healing process of the ex-
tensively injured endocardium.

In the case of patients with myocardial infarction, we also observed
a transient increase in these cells in the blood, which could have been
shed from the infarcted myocardium. If more data could show the
correlation between the infarct size and the increased number of cells,
we could get the information regarding the size of the infarcted

endocardium by measuring the proportion of CiMS cells in blood.
However, the inability of maintaining their level for less than 4 days
could explain the limitations of endogenous stem cells to regenerate the
damaged heart. Thus, we need additional strategy to augment the po-
tential of stem cells in order to overcome this endogenous limited
capability in the regeneration of the damaged heart. Despite this lim-
itation, autologous stem cell-based therapy using CiMS cell could be
promising because they could reduce immune rejection, risk of tu-
morigenesis, and potential arrythmia induced by the long-term survival
of the implanted cells.

4.6. Perspective on the use of CiMS cells for stem cell therapy and the
generation of induced pluripotent stem cells

Up to this point, various types of adult stem cells have been used as
the modality for stem cell therapies of numerous diseases. However, in
order to collect these cells from bone marrow, adipose tissue, and
muscles, we have had to rely on invasive methods. While we can obtain
EPCs from peripheral blood, their capacity to repair tissue is limited
[27,28]. Therefore, EPCs from peripheral blood have not been broadly
applied in real world practice. CiMS cells can be attained from just
10 mL of peripheral blood. Moreover, as they are multipotent and have
the capacity to proliferate rapidly, we can use CiMS cells even for adult
stem cell therapy.

Even after a series of successes in the generation of induced plur-
ipotent stem (iPS) cells from various sources of adult somatic cells,
several issues have emerged including practical inconvenience of in-
vasive methods to obtain somatic cells or safety concern of genetic

Fig. 5. Schematic figure of CiMS cells. CiMS cells originating from the human endocardium are double positive for NFATc1 and CD31, circulate in peripheral blood,
and can differentiate into three germ layers, all of which are ideal characteristics for stem cells to repair the damaged heart as well as the injured distant organs. Due
to their anatomical location in endocardium, CiMS cells are easily obtainable from peripheral blood. With CiMS cells, we can easily generate induced pluripotent
stem cells, which could be used for cell therapy or stem cell research.
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manipulation. To overcome these limitations, some groups demon-
strated the generation of iPS cells with T cells in the peripheral blood
[29], and we also reported the protein-based generation of iPS cells
without genetic manipulation [30]. However, these methods also had
some limitations in terms of the cost and complexity of the process.
Compared to the previously suggested methods, CiMS-based iPS gen-
eration is relatively simple and practical. We have succeeded in the
generation of iPS cells from the peripheral blood of patients with var-
ious diseases via the culture of CiMS cells (data not shown,
Supplemental Fig. 16). Furthermore, since CiMS cells already express
some pluripotent genes such as Oct3/4, the generation of iPS cells from
CiMS cells seems to be faster than that from other cell types such as
fibroblast (Supplemental Fig. 17).

In conclusion, this study demonstrated the presence of circulating
multipotent stem cells in human peripheral blood. These cells are de-
rived from the human endocardium, increase in the blood in diverse
clinical situations, and have an excellent reparative capability.
Furthermore, CiMS cells can be easily obtained from human peripheral
blood. These findings suggest their potential for use in cell therapies.
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